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Feeling lost in a world saturated with
online health information of questionable
value? Tired of following medical advice
that seems to do little to correct your health
challenges and those of your family? This
book is more than a personal confessional.
Of Gnats and Camels provides simple
answers for the pandemic of diseases and
conditions experienced by our society in
the past few decades. The title of this
book comes from a phrase found in
Matthew 23:24 from the New Testament,
where Jesus states, or perhaps shouts to the
crowd of religious law givers around him:
You blind guides! You strain out a gnat but
swallow a camel. Though not the direct
object of Jesus indictment, it may be that
medical practitioners of today are guilty of
something similar to gnat straining. As
Dr. Jim Garlow states in his Foreword:
Perhaps the epidemic of diseases in our
society is because medicine has focused on
minutia while overlooking the real culprits
contributing to individual ill health. Here
is what a neurosurgeon had to say . . . Of
Gnats and Camels provides a view of high
blood sugar that is not what I learned in
medical school. It is an important work in
understanding the physiology and causes of
stress, obesity and elevated blood sugar
and how to treat it. This book is
provocative. It stretched my thinking about
what and how I eat. [David I. Levy, MD,
Clinical Professor of Neurosurgery, UCSD
Medical Center, San Diego]
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On Scale of Crimes: Dont Buy Some Gnats, Because You Will Not You [spiritually] blind guides, who strain out a
gnat [consuming yourselves with miniscule matters] and swallow a camel [ignoring and violating Gods precepts]!.
Straining Gnats, Swallowing Camels - Recovering Grace What we see a lot of the modern bible scholars
doing..Taking a microscope to examine the smallest parts, while over looking the bigger more Strain at a gnat and
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swallow a camel The Kings English You strain your water so you wont accidentally swallow a gnat, but you swallow
a camel! English Standard Version You blind guides, straining out a gnat and What does it mean to strain at a gnat,
and swallow a camel Jan 25, 2017 Blind guides, who strain out a gnat, and swallow a camel. If it is a no meat fast
day, one might strain out the gnat to avoid breaking the fast. Matthew 23:24 Commentaries: You blind guides, who
strain out a Apr 7, 2013 Some media types these days dont like Bible thumping. But there are times when, as the
author of Cultural Literacy, Prof. E. D. Hirsch noted Matthew 23:23,24 - Straining Out Gnats and Swallowing
Camels Apr 19, 2016 NKJV - 24 Blind guides, who strain out a gnat and swallow a camel! that they were straining out
a gnat (as one would do if there were a gnat Straining Gnats And Swallowing Camels - Sermon Central Apr 18, 2013
We all know the expression to strain at a gnat and swallow a camel. Quick! What does it mean? What is Jesus talking
about? Religious Of Gnats and Camels: Is there a Double Standard at the - jstor In the Greek both nouns have the
emphasis of the article, the gnatthe camel. The scrupulous care described in the first clause of the proverbial saying was
Strain at gnats and swallow camels - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
https:///how-to-swallow-a-camel-with-no-gnats/? What does it mean to strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel?
Where Nov 21, 2002 Straining Gnats and Swallowing Camels. MT 23:23 Woe to you, teachers of the law and
Pharisees, you hypocrites! You give a tenth of your Of Gnats and Camels: Ron Fessenden MD MPH - Feb 27, 2017
Does the United Nations, in Saint Matthews words, strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel? Ambassador John L. Loeb,
Jr., a U.S. alternate Of Gnats And Camels - Sermon Helps Featured Articles Of Gnats and Camels: Is There a
Double Standard at the United You blind guides! You strain out a gnat but swallow a camel (Matthew 23:23,24)
Given my druthers, I wouldnt swallow a gnat or a camel, but if forced to choose Rob Bell - at Mars Hill - Gnats and
Camels - YouTube Blind guides, who strain out a gnat and swallow a camel! (Matthew 23:24, on which see the DS
article from July 17, 2003). Jesus humorously refers to the none Of Gnats and Camels [Ron Fessenden MD MPH] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Feeling lost in a world saturated with online health Matthew 23:24 - Bible
Gateway Strain at a gnat and swallow a camel. By Glen on October 7th, 2011. Click for source. There was an old lady
who swallowed a cow, to catch the dog, to catch the Swallow a camel? - Difficult Sayings - Language Studies Sep 6,
2012 Gnats and camels were both unclean. Straining all the gnats out would take great attention to detail while
swallowing camels involves ignoring Articles: Swallowing Camels/Straining at Gnats - American Thinker Feb 22,
2015 A message that explains the statement that Jesus made to the Pharisees about straining gnats and swallowing
camels featuring the What did Jesus mean by strain out a gnat and swallow a camel? Jun 28, 2012 - 44 min Uploaded by R Lee Sawyerit says this is part of a series which number is it in the series and where can i get the other
parts Gnats and Camels The Waters Church Jul 18, 2015 When it comes to the Confederate flag, abortion, and gay
marriage, many people are guilty of straining gnats and swallowing camels. Matthew 23:24 You blind guides! You
strain out a gnat but swallow a The Bible, Mathew 23L24 You blind guides, who strain out a gnat and swallow a
camel! It arises because the stories of the bible originate with stone- and bronze- STRAINING GNATS &
SWALLOWING CAMELS - Remnant Resource Of Gnats and Camels by Ron Fessenden, MD, MPH. Of Gnats and
Camels. And Other Things I Never Learned in Medical School. by Ron Fessenden, MD, MPH. Straining at a Gnat,
Swallowing a Camel - Ask Professor Puzzler Mar 13, 2014 This is a story about straining at a gnat while swallowing
a camel. The topic is education. An article from relates a story of parents Of Gnats and Camels,Ron Fessenden, MD,
MPH, publisher Xulon Ye blind guides, which strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel. Matthew 23:24 KJV - Ye blind
guides, which strain at a - Bible Gateway Oct 23, 2016 Yes, they are straining out gnats but swallowing camels,
maximizing the minimum but minimizing the maximum. Note that in the first passage Of Gnats and Camels - All
Saints Orthodox Church We live in exciting days of evangelistic possibilities. Like never before, people are searching
for spiritual answers to meaningful, eternal questions. And though Of Gnats and Camels: Ron Fessenden MD Mph
- Edward is combing his hair at his desk. How unprofessional. Jane: Dont strain at gnats and swallow camels. There are
worse problems than that around here. The Day Jesus Cracked a Joke Wayne Stiles OF GNATS AND CAMELS: IS
THERE A DOUBLE. STANDARD AT THE UNITED NATIONS? By Thomas M. Franck*. I. INTRODUCTION.
Does the United Nations On Straining Out Gnats but Swallowing Camels - Community in Jan 22, 2016 Straining at
a gnat and swallowing a camel - idiom origin and explanation.
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